Phased Reopening Plan

The following guidelines will be adhered to regardless of the phase unless changed by the CDC, review these with all participants before the event begins.

1. Pre-screening questionnaire sent out 10-14 days before event
2. All events held at GSHS properties should have a Safety Officer, this person will make sure camp safety (including sanitization and social distancing) is happening appropriately before, during and after the event.
3. Day of event temp checks: nothing above 100.4 and questions asked again with each participant and STAFF or volunteers running the program
4. Signs should be posted if not already around the event property, reminding of social distancing and correct handwashing technique
5. Handwashing and/or hand sanitizer used throughout the event
6. Masks must be worn when 6ft social distancing is not feasible.
7. Bathroom limited to one person at a time.
8. When Singing songs in a group setting, girls should be 15 ft. apart.
9. No use of water fountains

PHASE ONE: FISHERVILLE OPEN DAY USE ONLY

FACILITIES

1. Cookie pavilion open for bathroom use and outdoor programming
2. Lodge open for bathroom, kitchen, and small gathering, but no more than 10 in the building. Use of tables and chairs is permitted, with the understanding that these are sanitized between sessions and at the end of the event sanitized and put back in the lodge
3. No use of water fountains is currently allowed. Encourage bringing own water supply or providing individual bottles of water.

ACTIVITIES

1. Archery and Boating Available
2. All areas and equipment cleaned and sanitized between groups
3. Handwashing and/or hand sanitizer available at all activity spots
4. Masks worn where social distancing is not possible
5. Number of participants should not exceed normal activity requirements
6. Boating- no more than 2 in a canoe without masks, with masks 3 maximum

MEALTIME

1. If serving food can be avoided, that would be best, and have participants bring their lunch, water, etc.
2. Keep mealtime gathering low. Arrange food to be distributed in individual bag or box
3. Designated meal spot per group, or shifts with cleaning after each use
PHASE TWO: ALL CAMPS DAY USE + FISHERVILLE TENT CAMPING

Following all guidelines with indoor and outdoor capacity for large group gatherings. Indoor use based off less than the 50% capacity.

TENTS (Fisherville ONLY)

1. Tents should be set up at a 15-foot distance from one another
2. Tent access is limited to tent residents as well as a limited number of people in a tent at a time.
3. When programming during an overnight event, group campers together that share living areas

MEALTIME:

1. Keep mealtime gathering low. Arrange food to be distributed in individual bag or box
2. Designated meal spot per group, or shifts with cleaning after each use
   a. (Groups should go back to their tents to eat or if there are designated times for each group to eat, sanitize between groups)

PHASE THREE: OPEN CAMPS WITH 50% capacity + OVERNIGHT OPTION

All other guidelines phase 1-3, should still be in place at this time. Rentals would need to be 50% per building, not just total of the whole camp.

CAPACITY PER CAMP

- CAMP FISHERVILLE-10 total people overnight (20 total capacity)
- CAMP TIK-A-WITHA- 107 total people overnight (214 total capacity)
- KAMP KIWANI-124 total people overnight (248 total capacity)

PHASE FOUR: ALL CAMPS RETURN TO NORMAL OPERATIONS